
Welcome Back!

Mrs. Wooten’s Class
2017-2018



Class Schedule
8:35-8:45 Morning Meeting
8:50-9:25 Whole Group Reading
Some days will be Project Based Learning, Science, and/or Social Studies
9:30-11:00 Reading/Writing Workshop
11:05-11:35 Lunch
11:40-12:00 Fundations
12:05-12:45 Whole Group Math
12:50-1:10 Recess
1:15-2:00 Enhancement
2:05-2:55 Math Workshop
3:00-3:30 POD Time

*Schedule is subject to change



We are a flexible seating classroom!
Flexible seating means allowing students to choose where to sit in the classroom based on 
where they think they will work best. Studies show that when students have more choice in 
their learning, they are more motivated, engaged, and succeed more. Flexible seating is 
research based, which means studies show that children grow in academics, mental skills, 
and physical fitness when using flexible seating. A few positive outcomes from flexible seating 
include, but are not limited to:

- Increasing learning and staying on task
- Using up excess energy
- Increasing motivation and engagement
- Improving core strength and posture



We are a flexible seating classroom!
Your student will be given the opportunity to try all flexible seating options in our room at the 
beginning of the year. After that point, they will choose a spot they work best. If they want to 
stay at a desk, that is fine. If they want to try a new spot at any point in the year, that is fine. In 
order to continue using flexible seating, your student will follow the described class 
expectations and sign a “Flexible Seating Promise”. The “promise” will help hold your student 
responsible for using flexible seating the right way. If your student breaks their contract but 
not upholding the given expectations, I will move them to an assigned seat. They will have the 
chance to regain flexible seating privileges.



First grade behavior management plan
Clip Chart Color Code 

Purple = Super Student! Students who reach the purple level will be rewarded for their positive 
choices.  

Blue = Excellent Effort! Students who make positive choices will receive recognition as they move up 
the chart. They are one step closer to having outstanding classroom behavior!

Green = Ready to Learn! Everyone starts the day “Ready to Learn”. Students can “move up” or “move 
down” throughout the day depending on their behavior choices. 

Orange = Stop and Reflect! Students who continue to make poor choices will move to orange. This 
will result in a moving to a designated spot in another first grade classroom to reflect on the choices 
that were made. 

Red=Parent Contact! Students who move to red will require parental contact by me. Parents will be 
contacted via telephone, email or note depending on the severity of the behavioral choice. 


